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Abstract

Volume Visualization is becoming an important toolfor understanding large 3D datasets. A
popt lar technique for volume rendering is known as splatting. With new hardware
architectures offering substantial improvements in the performance of rendering texture mapped
objects, we present textured splats. An ideal reconstruction function for 3D signals is
developed which can be used as a texture map for a splat. Extensions to the basic splatring
technique are then developcd to additionally represent vector fields.

Introduction

Westover has proposed two methods of using splaning to produce volume rendering. In the
first method [Westover89], the color and opacity filter kernels for each voxel are composited
one by one in back to front order (in regard to their center points). In the second ['Westover90],
the colors and opacities for ali the voxels in a layer are summed into an accumulation buffer,
and then composited as a whole into the image. This second method prevents the opacity
interactions of the voxels within one layer, and eliminates any possible small glitches from the
change in sorting order within a layer during rotation. However, it may introduce larger
glitches when the choice of the layer dia'ection (most perpendicular to the viewing direction)
changes.

We have implemented the earlier method, taking advantage of the texture mapping and
compositing features in our Silicon Graphics VGX rendering engine. As in [Westover90l, we
put the color and opacity values for a high resolution master splat into a texture map, and then
use the texturing hardware to interpolate sampled values from these maps. We also use the
RGBA compositing hardware to modify the frame buffer with each splat. The Explorer
product from Silicon Graphics, Inc. uses the compositing scheme, but not the texture mapping
in their volume rendering. We have added extensions to Explorer for texture mapped splats for
both scalar and vector volume rendering.

Ideal Reconstruction Functions

Laur and Hanrahan [Lattr90] also used the fast compositing hardware of the SGI VGX, but
approximated each splat by a collection of polygons. Mach bands are visible at the polygon
edges, and individual splats are visible, because they do not overlap smoothly. Each splat is
typically created from fifteen to twenty-one triangles, or a triangle mesh. For architecture's that
have hardware support for texture mapping, we can replace these many polygons with a single
texture mapped square. Max [Max92] developed an ideal reconstruction function tor images.
We used this kind of function rather than a gaussian, since its overlap extent is well know and
the function goes to zero in a minimum extent. This function was designed for the
reconstruction of 2D signals (images), not 3D signals. By focusing on the reconstruction of
three-dimensional signals, we have developed a reconstruction function for 3D splats that is
accurate from ali viewing directions. This function is tri-cubic, offering additional degees of
freedom in the optimization. Hence it is as accurate as [Max92] for orthogonal views
perpendicular to the axes.



We have mathematically optimized the splats to give a smooth overlap, from any viewin_z
direction, with the desired property of minimal extent. If h(x,y,z) is the 3D reconstruction f_iter
kernel for a voxel at (0,0,0), its 2D footprint f(x,y) is given by:

/(x,y)= _h(x,y.z)dz (I)

As in [Westover89], we restrict ourselves to rotationally symmetric filter kernels, such that

h(x,y,z) = g(_x 2 + y2 + z2 , for a function g(r) of a single radius variable r. Our goal is to chose
g(r) such that 1) g(r) _ C l, eliminating mach bands, and 2) the splats overlap into a smooth
density, hiding the structure of the individual splats.

To understand this second criteria, consider a cube filled with nxmn voxels, ali with
intensity one. The orthogonal volume rendering projection of this cube should be as constant as
possible, within the region bounded by the projections of two parallel faces, where the ray path
lengths are equal. Since thiz should be true for ali n, and ali viewing angles, it presents a
difficult optimization problem. Instead, we have chosen to minimize the relative variance
(r.m.s. deviation from the mean, divided by the mean) of the reconstruction c(x,y,z) of this
constant function

c(x,y,z)= Y_ _ _ h(x-i,y-j,z-k) (2)

with voxel centers at the integer lattice vertices (i,j,k). Our filter kernel has a finite support, so
each of these infinite sums is in fact, finite.

Except for edge effects where ali terms in this finite sum are not present, the total density
for two comparable pixels in our cube projection comes from two integrals of (2) along parallel
segments of the same length, and should not vary much if the 3D reconstruction does not.

The 3D optimization is then a 3D version of the 2D optimization of [Max92]. We assume
g(r) is zero for r > t, and is represented by two cubic polynomials, p(r) for 0 _<r <_s, and q(r)
for s<_r<_t(see Figure 1.). The condition that h(x,y,z) be C l at the origin means that the linear
term of p(r) is zero, hence, p(r) takes the form:
p(r) = a + br 2 + cr 3

The condition that q(r) meets the zero constant function in a C t fashion are r=t means that q(r)
takes the form

q(r) = d(t-r) 2 + e(t-r) 3

The condition that p(r) and q(r) meet in a C 1fashion at r=-sgives two more linear constraints
on the variables a,b,c,d and e. We solved for c and e in term of the other variables, a, b and d.
Finally, since we were only interested in relative ,,ariation, we set a=l. This gives four
independent parameters, s, t, b and d. We minimize the relative variance of the sum in equation
(2) using an unconstrained optimization algorithm [Gay83]. This algorithm estimates the
gradients and Hessian matrices needed for minimization from function evaluations. There is no
absolute minimum, since the relative variance can be arbitrarily small if t is arbitrarily large.
Therefore, we searched for a local minimum with a reasonably small t, which we found at
t= 1.556228, and s=0.889392. The relative variance was 0.00119, and the maximum relative
deviations from the mean were -.00233 at x=y=z=0.26, and 0.00534, at x=y---0.5and z=0.

By dividing the constants a, b, c, d, a.,":de. by the mean of c(x,y,z), scaling the
reconstructed function to values near 1, w_.get:
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I0.557526-1.157743r +0.671033r 3 O<r<_s

g(r)= l 0"067599(r - t)2 0 0"282474(r - t)3 s <-rs>_t<-t

Figure 1. shows a graph of this function with s and t indicated by tick marks on the horizontal
axis.

The integral (1) can be computed in closed form, since

" 7Ig(/2 +y2+,2)e g(rZ+z:2)
mq:lo moo

where r = ._x_ + y2. (Polynomials of low degree in 4r 2 + z 2 appear in tables of indefinite
integrals.) This closed form solution was used to compute the footprint function fix,y). Figure
2. shows 2x2 periods of a 2D projection along the z axis of one layer of glowing, non opaque
volume splats. (In this case the relative:deviation is independent of the number of layers.) The
maximum projected value '.,,'as1.00249 at (.5,.5), and the minimum was 0.99845 at (.25,.25).
The intensities in figure 2. were scaled to exaggerate the deviation approximately 250 times.

" From this we can see that the total variation is only about one part in 256, or one bit with most
8-bit color accuracy's.

CombinQd V_tor and Scalar Textures

We can integrate vector fields into the scalar reconstruction function, by adding a slight
disturbance in the function, such as tiny vector particles, or scratch marks. For the master
splat, these vector indications are created in the x-axis direction (Figure 3.). During the
splatting process, the vector field direction for each splat is determined and transformed to
viewing coordinates. The projection of this vector (v_,vy)is then used to determine a rotation
of the polygon splat, and the splat is rendered.

The splat is rendered using a portion of Figure 3a as an intensity map, and the same portion
of Figure 3b for an opacity map (The use of Figure 3 will be described more fully in following
sections). There are several texture mapping possibilities in GL [8]. We chose a two-
component texture using a BLEND operator. A polygon's color (R=,Gt,,B=,,A=), will be
modified as follows:

R = _. * ( 1 - I_ ) + R.o.,,* l=_
G = G= * ( 1 - I_=.) + Gco..* I,=_ -,
B =Bi.*( 1 - I,=,) + B,_.* I_x
A =A=* A_,

Using the texture maps in Figure 3, this function will give us (R,:,,_,,Gc_,_,B_,,_)colored
vectors, with the appropriately colored splats, both of which are attenuated by the polygon's
opacity A=. The vector color can be changed for each splat, allowing the vectors to be color
coded by magnitude, or offering an additional three-dimensional cue.

So far, we have only indicated the xy-projection of the vector direction. No indication of the
vector magnitude or the component of the vector directed towards the eye is given. The later
can be represented by a foreshortening of the vector based on the viewing direction compom_,t
magnitude in relation to the overall vector length. If we are only representing a vector field er if
we separate the vector and scalar splats and discussed above, and easy method of achieving
this is to simply shorten the polygon in the vector direction. This is simply the x-axis direction
of the base splat, since we use the transformation pipeline to orient the splat in the direction of
the vector. This however leads to noticeable thin splats (or regions of no activity.). A second
alternative is to change the texture mapping coordinates in the x-axis direction (increasing the
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frequency content of the resulting image). Unfortunately there is no way to automatically have
the resulting repetitive texture windowed using current hardware. A thia'dmethods which will
also work for combined scalar and vector fields, is to create a table of textures indicating
different amounts of foreshortening. This represented across the columns in Figure 3. Vzis
used to index into a column in Figure 3.

The series of splats represented in Figure 3, also are used to provide animation of the flow
field. Going up the rows of Figure 3, we have the vector component of the splats moving
across the scalar reconstruction. It should be noted that the vector component is windowed, but
given a slightly larger extent than the scalar splat. We assign each splat a random index into the
rows. For animated flows, a changing phase shift is added to the indexing.

System OQ_iqn

Inventor / Explorer

With the help of SGI, we have e_tended the VolumeToGeom and Render modules of the
Explorer system from SGI. The main enhancement is the inclusion of Textured Splats, Vector .,
Splats, and combined Vector and Scalar Splats. The Render module in Explorer uses Inventor,
an object-oriented graphics library, from which we developed C++ subclasses for the various
splats. By adding a timer Sensor, available in Inventor, we can change the phase of flaesplats.
We have created a set of sixteen windowed vector texture maps, where each map has the
vectors propagated forward (and cyclically) in the map before being windowed (Figure 3). We
attach a Slider (another useful Inventor feature) to the Timer, that allows the user to control the
speed of the animation of the vector field (see video). The use of C++ allows us to easily
extend the capabilities of the volume rendering when using splats.

Performance

The performance of the algorithm is dependent on the overall size of the splats. For many
small scalar texture splats the algorithm is actually faster than the gaussian splats used be
Explorer. This comes about from the trade-off of rendering one texture mapped square versus
rendering a Gourand shaded triangle strip consisting of ten triangles. As the amount of screen
spaces the splats occupy increases, the performance reverses, and the gaussian splats are faster
than the textured splats. The relative difference in speed is never very substantial for the test
cases we have run. The quality of the image is however much better using the textured splats
with the ideal reconstruction kernel described above.

The vector splats incur about a fifty percent performance penalty in the matrix multiply
required with each vector to transform it to screen space. The matrix inverse of the viewing
matrix is needed for this, but the four by four matrix inverse is computed only once for the
entire octree. There is also a minor amount of additional work in calculating the rotation matrix
and the vector foreshortening.

Results

Figures 4 and 5 are volume renderings of a sample Explorer data set. Figure 4. was
generated using the polygonal mesh with 3 radial samples and seven azimuth samples to
approximate the gaussian. Figure 5 was generated using our ideal reconstruction function and
texture mapped squares. Both images used a splat size of 1.6or sixty percent overlap. Artifacts
of the polygonal mesh and the rapid cutoff of the gaussian are clearly evident in Figure 4.

Figure 6 show another variation on this data set with a vector field inserted into it as a test
case for the vector splatting. The scalar field is still adequately represented, while the additional
vector field can easily be noted. Figure 7. uses this technique on climate data over North
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America. The clouds are represented by the scalar field, and the winds (could) be represented
by the vector field (I say could because we just got the valid data into the system the day this
paper was being shipped off. Figure 8. has real vector data).

Figure 8 represents just the vector field. Here, rather than using a blend texture operation,
we use a modulate texture operation, splatung only the vectors onto the image. The color of the
vectors is given again by the underlying polygon, which we have mapped to the vectors
magnitude.

Figure 9 is a representation of the clouds over North America, using the smooth texture
splats for a scalar field.

Future Work

Most notably, better texture needs to be experimented with for better representation,
particularly textures with an animated component. The texture used here was our fir'zt try, more
effective textures certainly exist. Much work could also be done to improve the performance of

• the texture-mapping, paying particular attention to the amount of available texture map
memo,"),.We have many different application areas that we will be testing these techniques out
on in the next few months. These include: fluid flow, electro-magnetics, underground water
contamination, and structural mechanics. Since we can easily extend our C++ classes,
multivariate splats, tensor splats, and possible combinations can be added. Our current plans
include working on splats to represent relationships between two or three scalar variables and
possibly a vector field, as well as representing two vector fields, such as the electrical (E) and
the magnetic (I-I)fields in electro-magnetic simulations.
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Figure7.Cloudsand Winds(??)overNorthAmerica.
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Figure 9. Smooth plattingol o_erNorthAmerica.
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